We explore a variation of the isoperimetric problem in which integer subsets take the role of geometric figures. More specifically, we consider the sequence P .n/ introduced by Miller, Morgan, Newkirk, Pedersen and Seferis (2011) and described in OEIS A186053. We provide the first exact formulas for P .n/ including recursive relations via auxiliary functions as well as concise and satisfying representations and even quasi-explicit formulas. We also discuss some of the intricate fractal-like symmetry of the sequence and the development of algorithms for computing P .n/. We conclude with open questions for further research.
Introduction
One of the most widely-known classical geometry problems is the so-called isoperimetric problem, one equivalent variation of which is: If a figure in the plane has area A, what is the smallest possible value for its perimeter?
In the Euclidean plane, the optimal configuration is a circle, implying that any figure with area A has perimeter at least 2 p A , and this lower bound is obtained if and only if the figure is a circle.
In 2011, Miller, Morgan, Newkirk, Pedersen and Seferis [2] extended the isoperimetric problem in a new direction, in which integer subsets took the role of geometric figures. For any integer subset A, they defined its volume as the sum over all its elements, and they defined its perimeter as the sum of all elements x 2 A such that ¹x 1; x C 1º 6 A. Thus, the volume can be thought of as the sum of all the elements of A, and the perimeter can be thought of as the sum of all the elements on the "boundary" of A (that is to say, the elements of A whose successor and predecessor are not both in A).
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The main focus of [2] was to examine the relationships between a set's perimeter and its volume. More specifically, the authors wanted to answer the corresponding "isoperimetric question" 1 :
If a subset of ¹0; 1; : : : º has volume n, what is the smallest possible value for its perimeter?
Adopting their notation, we will let P .n/ denote this value throughout this paper 2 .
Because their work is so recent, Miller et al. are the only ones who have published on this variation of the isoperimetric problem or on the function P .n/. Their work was to provide bounds for P .n/, by which they were able to determine its asymptotic behavior. Specifically, their main result was Theorem 1 (Miller et al., 2011) . Let P .n/ be as defined. Then P .n/ Ï p 2n 1=2 . Moreover, for all n 1, p 2n 1=2 1=2 < P .n/ < p 2n 1=2 C .2n 1=4 C 8/ log 2 log 2 n C 58:
Their proof of the lower bound will be reproduced in following sections. However, their proof of the upper bound is via a construction argument, which we will not reproduce here since we will analytically derive a tighter bound in Theorem 12.
Beyond the inequalities in (1) provided by Miller et al., nothing else has been published on P .n/ except for some values for small n. It should be noted that [2] provides very good bounds on a related function, in which the sets of interest are allowed to have both negative as well as positive elements. This result was also via a construction argument and is not relevant to this paper.
Outline of Results
In this paper, we focus on improving the few results known on P .n/, including deriving multiple exact formulas and developing an understanding of its interesting long-term behavior. Many of these results are stated in terms of a closely related function, Q.n/, which is briefly defined as Q.n/ WD min AÂ¹0;1;::: º ® per.A c / W vol.A/ D n¯:
Since it proves to be intimately related to P .n/, we provide results on Q.n/ as well.
We begin in Section 3 with several preliminary lemmas including those used in [2] . Then in Section 4, we define auxiliary functions, with which we combina-967 torially derive several recursive formulas for P .n/. We then introduce the function Q.n/ and derive similar formulas for it as well.
In Section 5, we relate the functions P .n/ and Q.n/ by providing yet more recurrences for both of them, from which we see that each function completely determines the other. With this in place, we move on to Section 6, in which we use these recurrences to determine several analytic results for P .n/ and Q.n/, including upper and lower bounds and derivations of their asymptotic behavior.
Our work then culminates in Section 7, in which we state and prove the strongest results of the paper. By appealing to our analytic bounds on P .n/ and Q.n/, we show that for all sufficiently large values of n, the recurrences of Section 5 admit certain drastic simplifications. By then combining this result with rigorous computer calculations, we arrive at the main theorem of the paper 3 :
Theorem 18. Let P .n/ and Q.n/ be as given. Then if n 0 is not one of the 177 known counterexamples tabulated in Table 1 of the appendix (in particular, for all n > 149;894), we have P .n/ D f .n/ C Q.g.n// and Q.n/ D 1 C f .n/ C P .g.n//;
where the functions f .n/ and g.n/, given by f .n/ WD p 2n C 1=2˘D p 2n and g.n/ WD f .n/OEf .n/ C 1 2 n;
are the smallest nonnegative integers satisfying OE1C2C3C Cf .n/ g.n/ D n.
With this, we derive several other satisfying and revealing recurrence relations and quasi-explicit representations for P .n/ and Q.n/. We also briefly demonstrate and discuss the intricate fractal-like symmetry of the graphs of these functions. We then conclude in Section 9 by noting applications in the design of algorithms related to this problem and with some open questions for future research.
For an earlier version of this paper with somewhat more detail, see [1] .
Definitions and Notation
For the reader's possible convenience, a brief list of definitions used throughout the paper is given here. In each definition, A is assumed to be a subset of ¹0; 1; 2; : : : º, and n and k are assumed to be nonnegative integers.
The boundary of A, @A, is @A WD ¹z 2 A W ¹z 1; z C 1º 6 Â Aº: In words, it is the set of elements of A whose successor or predecessor is not in A. where OEx denotes the nearest integer function. In Proposition 8, we show these are the smallest nonnegative integers satisfying OE1 C C f .n/ g.n/ D n.
For N 1 (e.g., N D 149; 894), .nI N / D .n/ WD min¹i 0 W g i .n/ Ä N º.
The function R.n/ is recursively defined as R.0/ WD 0, and for all n 1, we have R.n/ WD 1=2 C f .n/ C R.g.n//.
Preliminary Results
The following is used throughout [2] particularly in their lower bound on P .n/.
Lemma 2 (Miller et al., 2011) . Assume A is a finite nonempty subset of ¹0; 1; : : : º, and let m denote its maximum element. Then
Using this lemma, the following lower bound is immediately attained.
Proposition 3. Assume A Â ¹0; 1; : : : º is finite. Then we have
Moreover, for any positive integer n, this implies p 2n 1=2 1=2 Ä P .n/:
As stated before, except for the previously mentioned constructive upper bound on P .n/, these two results are all that has been published about P .n/. The remainder of the paper is devoted to new results. Proof. Let A be as given. Then m 2 A, but we know that m C 1 … A. Therefore, m C 1 2 @A c implying that m C 1 Ä per.A c /. Now since m C 1 2 @A c , we know that m C 1 D per.A c / if and only if @A c is equal to either ¹m C 1º or ¹0; m C 1º. But this happens if and only if ¹1; 2; : : : ; mº Â A, as desired.
Miscellaneous Lemmas
Proposition 5. Assume A Â ¹0; 1; : : : º is finite. Then we have
Moreover, for any positive integer n, this implies p 2n 1=2 C 1=2 Ä Q.n/:
Proof. This follows from the previous lemma just as Proposition 3.
Recurrence Relations Using Auxiliary Functions
We now derive our first set of recurrence relations for P .n/ and Q.n/. Although the relations derived in Section 5 are more revealing, the relations presented here follow naturally, and they motivate the introduction of important auxiliary functions. Moreover, due to their convenient structure, these relations are used extensively in the design of algorithms for computing values, as we briefly discuss in Section 9.
First Recurrence for P.n/
As is often the case in analyzing discrete functions, we may obtain an exact recurrence relation for P .n/ in terms of a related auxiliary function. In our case, recall that P .n/ is the minimum perimeter among all subsets of ¹0; 1; : : : º having volume n. This suggests defining an auxiliary function, p.nI k/, as p.nI k/ D min AÂ¹0;1;:::;kº
Then for all n 0, we have P .n/ D min From its definition, it is clear that for all fixed n, the function p.nI k/ is monotonically decreasing with k. Moreover, for all K n, we have p.nI K/ D p.nI n/ since any subset of ¹0; 1; : : : º having volume n must necessarily be a subset of ¹0; 1; 2; : : : ; nº. Therefore the above equation simplifies to P .n/ D min k2¹0;1;::: º
Thus, we now seek a recurrence for p.nI k/, which will provide us with P .n/ by calculating p.nI n/. For notational convenience, let S.nI k/ be the set of all subsets of ¹0; 1; : : : ; kº having volume n. Then consider the following partition of S.nI k/ S.nI k/ D 
Therefore, by substituting into (3), we are able to obtain the recurrence p.nI k/ D min°p.nI k 1/; k C p.n kI k 2/; k C min l2¹0;:::;k 1º ® l C p.n OEk.k C 1/ l.l 1/=2I l 2/¯±; (4) which is valid for all n 1 and for all k 1. Moreover, as boundary conditions, which are clear from its definition, we have that p.nI k/ satisfies
Thus, this gives the following compact representation for P .n/ for all n 0: P .n/ D min ® p.nI n 1/; n¯:
Introduction of Q.n/ and Derivation of First Recurrences
Because of its intimate connections with the function P .n/ that will be explored in subsequent sections, we now introduce the function Q.n/, which is defined as
The difference between this function and the function P .n/ is subtle, and based on how similarly the two functions are defined, one would expect their behavior to be very close. As we will see, this is indeed the case, and the connections between P .n/ and Q.n/ are actually of fundamental importance. However, it is important for the reader to keep in mind the difference in how these functions are defined.
As with the function P .n/, we define the auxiliary function q.nI k/ as q.nI k/ D min AÂ¹0;1;:::;kº
and just as before, for all n 0, we have that Q.n/ D q.nI n/:
Because of the difference between how the functions P .n/ and Q.n/ are defined, we now need to define a special auxiliary function, .nI k/, in order to obtain a compact recurrence for q.n/. This function is defined by Note the similarities between .nI k/ and q.nI k/. In fact, for all n 1 and k 0, q.nI k/ D min l2¹1;2;:::;kº ® .nI l/¯:
Using this equation and (6), we obtain that Q.0/ D 0, and for all n 1 Q.n/ D min l2¹1;2;:::;nº ® .nI l/¯:
Just as was the case for P .n/, in order to obtain a useful recurrence relation for Q.n/, it now only remains to find a recurrence for .nI k/. As before, we accomplish this by a simple partition yielding .nI k/ D k C1Cmin ® .n kI k 1/ k; .n kI k 2/; k 1Cq.n kI k 3/¯;
which we obtain by partitioning the subsets of interest into the three groups (I) sets containing k 1, (II) sets containing k 2 but not k 1, and (III) sets containing neither k 2 nor k 1.
At this point, we should note that some care must be given to the interpretation of the above equation, which depends on how we define .0I 0/. However, if we note and state as a boundary condition that .n; n/ D 2n for all n 1, then these concerns are effectively removed.
We then have a recurrence for . As boundary conditions for .nI k/, we have
and for all n 2, and 2 Ä k < n, we have .nI k/ D k C1Cmin ® k 1Cq.n kI t 3/; .n kI k 2/; .n kI k 1/ k¯:
Thus, by using (8) we have a recurrence for Q.n/ as well.
More Direct Recurrence Relations
Using different partitions of the sets of interest, we derive the following recurrences, from which we see the first connections between the functions P .n/ and Q.n/.
5.1 Recurrence for P.n/ Involving q.nI k/ and .nI k/
We may calculate P .n/ by a "more direct" recurrence relation, which is found by partitioning all sets of volume n first according to their maximum element, m, and then according to the largest integer smaller than m not contained in each set. Let A be a set of volume n, let m be its maximum element, and let l be the largest element of ¹ 1; 0; : : : ; mº not contained in A. Then A may be written uniquely as A D ¹0; 1; 2; : : : ; mº n B for some set B Â ¹0; 1; : : : ; lº, where the volume of B is equal to .1 C 2 C C m/ n and l 2 B. If l D m 1, then
From this observation, we obtain that for all n 2 P .n/ D min m 1 ® mCq.OE1C2C Cm nI m 2/; .OE1C2C Cm nI m 1/¯; (9) where q.nI k/ and .nI k/ are defined as earlier.
5.2 Recurrence for Q.n/ Involving p.nI k/
As before, we also have a simple recurrence that can be used to calculate Q.n/ "more directly." Let A be a set of volume n and maximum element m. Then the set A may be written uniquely in the form A D ¹0; 1; 2; : : : ; mº n B for some set B Â ¹0; 1; : : : ; m 1º, where the volume of B is equal to .1 C 2 C C m/ n. Now we know that for all such sets A and B, we have
This observation leads to the simple and beautiful recurrence that for all n 2,
where p.nI k/ is defined as earlier.
Analysis of Recurrences
Although equations (9) and (10) appear somewhat intractable (and they offer little or no computational advantage over the first recurrences of Section 4), they turn out to be crucial in understanding the behavior of P .n/ (and of Q.n/ as well). In Section 7, we are able to greatly simplify these recurrences, but in order to do so, we must first derive some analytic bounds on P .n/ and Q.n/.
Relevant Lemmas and Notions
Lemma 6. For all n 2 ¹1; 2; : : : º, there are unique integers f .n/ and g.n/ satisfying n D OE0 C 1 C C f .n/ g.n/;
such that 0 Ä g.n/ < f .n/. Moreover, f .n/ and g.n/ are given by 4
and g.n/ D f .n/OEf .n/ C 1 2 n:
Having defined these functions, we may now restate previous lemmas involving P .n/ and Q.n/ in these terms. The most important result we will use combines Propositions 3 and 5 as follows:
Corollary 7. Restating earlier results in new notation, for all n 1, we have that P .n/ f .n/ and Q.n/ f .n/ C 1:
Finally, before moving on, we must present two more results on f .n/ and g.n/.
Proposition 8. Let f .n/ be as before. Then for all integers n 0, we have
where OEx is the nearest integer function.
Proof. It suffices to show the first part of the stated equation holds, and the fact that p 2n is never a half-integer will complete the proof. Now by way of contradiction, suppose that the first two representations are not equal. Then this would imply that there exist integers p 2 Z and n 2 ¹0; 1; : : : º such that
which implies 8n Ä .2p C 1/ 2 < 8n C 1. But since n and p are integers, this forces 8n D .2p C 1/ 2 , which taken modulo 2 yields a contradiction.
Proposition 9. Let g.n/ be as defined. Then for all integers L 0 and n 0,
Proof. The proof is by induction on L. If L D 0, then the claim is trivially true, establishing the base case. Suppose the claim holds for L D m. Then for all n 0, g.n/ Ä f .n/ 1 < p 2n 1=2 < p 2n;
which implies g mC1 .n/ D g.g m .n// < p 2 g m .n/. Then using the induction hypothesis and that the square root function is increasing completes the proof.
6.2 Upper Bounds and Asymptotics for P.n/ and Q.n/ Using the recurrences of Section 5, we now obtain simple upper bounds on P .n/ and Q.n/, which taken with the last few lemmas, yield good absolute bounds in n.
Theorem 10. Let f .n/ and g.n/ be defined as before. Then for all n 0, we have P .n/ Ä f .n/ C Q.g.n// and Q.n/ Ä 1 C f .n/ C P .g.n//:
Proof. For n D 0 and n D 1, the two inequalities hold. Then for all n 2, we may appeal to (9) and the corresponding inequality for Q.n/ is proven analogously.
Corollary 11. For all nonnegative integers n and L, we have that
where g i .n/ is the i -fold composition of g evaluated at n.
Theorem 12. Let P .n/ and Q.n/ be as given. Then P .n/ Q.n/ p 2n 1=2 . Moreover, for all n > 2,
Proof. The lower bounds in the asserted inequalities have already been proven.
To prove the upper bounds, we merely combine the results in the last corollary 976 P. Devlin with the past few bounds on f .n/ and g.n/. More specifically, assuming n > 2, we know from Proposition 9 that if L .log 2 .log 2 .n=2// 1/=2, then g 2L .n/ Ä 2 .n=2/ 1=2 .log 2 .log 2 .n=2// 1/ D D 8:
By considering values of P .n/ and Q.n/ for n Ä 8, we see that g 2L .n/ Ä 8 implies P .g 2L .n// Ä 7 and Q.g 2L .n// Ä 7. Now by the last few results, we have
Then taking L D .log 2 .log 2 .n=2// 1/=2 proves the bound. The inequality for Q.n/ is proven analogously.
Note that these bounds on P .n/ are slightly better than those of [2] stated in Theorem 1. Also note that the upper bound on the summation is very crude. However, these bounds are sufficient for our purposes.
7 Obtaining Good Recurrences for P.n/ and Q.n/ Although the bounds in Theorem 12 are rather good, they reveal nothing about the actual fluctuations of P .n/ and Q.n/. And although we have already obtained multiple recurrence relations for finding exact values, these relations all involve auxiliary helper functions, multiple variables, and unwieldy minimum functions. In this section, we combine our analytic bounds and combinatorial results to obtain surprisingly simple and satisfying recurrence relations for P .n/ and Q.n/ and even quasi-explicit formulae. Proof. First, we may assume f .n/ 2. Let A Â ¹0; 1; : : : ; m 1º be such that vol.A/ D OE1 C 2 C C m n and m 1 2 A. By way of contradiction, suppose that per.A c / < 2f .n/ 2. Now if m 2f .n/ 2, then since m 1 2 @A, this would imply that per.A c / m 2f .n/ 2. Therefore, we may assume that m Ä 2f .n/ 3. Now since m f .n/, the volume of A may be written as vol.A/ D OE1 C 2 C C m n < f .n/ C OEf .n/ C 1 C C m;
and because m Ä 2f .n/ 3 D OEf .n/ 2 C OEf .n/ 1, we also have vol.A/ < OEf .n/COEf .n/C1C COEm 1COEf .n/ 2COEf .n/ 1 D m 1 X i Df .n/ 2 i:
From this, we know there is at least one element of ¹f .n/ 2; f .n/ 1; : : : ; m 2º that is not contained in A, since otherwise vol.A/ would be too large. Let l 2 A c be the largest integer satisfying f .n/ 2 Ä l Ä m 2. Then since m 1 2 A, we know that l 2 @A c , which implies per.A c / l C m f .n/ 2 C m f .n/ 2 C f .n/ D 2f .n/ 2:
But this contradicts the assumption that per.A c / < 2f .n/ 2.
With these lemmas, we are now able to prove the following lower bounds.
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Theorem 16. Let P .n/ and Q.n/ be as given. Then for all n 2, we have P .n/ f .n/ C min ® Q.g.n//; p 2.g.n/ C f .n/ C 1/ C 3=2; f .n/ 2¯; Q.n/ 1 C f .n/ C min ® P .g.n//; p 2.g.n/ C f .n/ C 1/ C 1=2¯:
Proof. Starting with (9) and applying Lemmas 13, 14, and 15, we obtain P .n/ D min m>f .n/ ® f .n/ C q.g.n/I f .n/ 2/; m C q.OE1 C 2 C C m nI m 2/;
.g.n/I f .n/ 1/; .OE1 C 2 C C m nI m 1/¯ f .n/ C min ® Q.g.n//; p 2.g.n/ C f .n/ C 1/ C 3=2; f .n/ 2¯:
The second inequality is proven analogously by starting with (10).
Squeezing an Equation from Inequalities (Eventually)
At this point, we have simple upper bounds on P .n/ and Q.n/ provided by Theorem 10 and nearly simple lower bounds from Theorem 16, which are complicated by the "min" operators. Suppose we could show that eventually P .g.n// and Q.g.n// happen to be the smallest terms in each minimum. Then our lower bounds would simplify drastically and our lower and upper bounds would squeeze together, yielding a simple pair of mutual recurrences valid for all sufficiently large n.
As it turns out, we can in fact prove this claim, as follows:
Proposition 17. Let P .n/ and Q.n/ be as given. Then there exists an N 2 Z such that for all n N P .g.n// D min ® P .g.n//; p 2.g.n/ C f .n/ C 1/ C 1=2¯;
Q.g.n// D min ® Q.g.n//; p 2.g.n/ C f .n/ C 1/ C 3=2; f .n/ 2¯:
Moreover, these claims hold if we take N to be 2;500;000.
Proof. We will first prove there is such an N 2 Z. Then we will discuss why we may take N to be 2;500;000. We need to show that for sufficiently large n, P .g.n// Ä p 2.g.n/ C f .n/ C 1/ C 1=2:
From Theorem 12, we know P .r/ Ä p 2r C o. p r/:
Therefore, there exists a constant G such that for all r G, we have P .r/ Ä p 2r C o. p r/ Ä p 4r:
Integer Subsets with High Volume and Low Perimeter 979 From this, it follows that for all n, if g.n/ G, then we have P .g.n// Ä p 4g.n/ Ä p 2.g.n/ C f .n/ C 1/ C 1=2:
Let M WD max 0ÄkÄG P .k/, and let n M 2 .M 2 C 1/=2 be arbitrary. Now if g.n/ G, then we know the claim holds. Therefore, we can assume g.n/ < G. But if this is the case, then we know P .g.n// Ä M , which implies
Therefore, for all n M 2 .M 2 C 1/=2 DW N P , the first equation holds. In the same way, we may find a constant N Q after which the second inequality holds. Thus, taking N WD max¹N P ; N Q º proves the existence of such an integer N . Now proving that we may in fact take N to be 2;500;000, follows from somewhat lengthy but routine refinements of the previous argument. In the above notation, the main idea is to first obtain any analytic upper bound on G, which is then refined by using computer calculated data to compare P .r/ with p 4r to make G as small as possible. Using this technique for both N P and N Q then proves the claim.
With this proposition, we are able to prove our main result.
Theorem 18. Let P .n/ and Q.n/ be as given. Then if n 0 is not one of the 177 known counterexamples tabulated in Table 1 of the appendix (in particular, for all n > 149;894), we have P .n/ D f .n/ C Q.g.n// and Q.n/ D 1 C f .n/ C P .g.n//; where as before, the functions f .n/ and g.n/, given by f .n/ WD p 2n C 1=2˘D p 2n and g.n/ WD f .n/OEf .n/ C 1 2 n;
are also the smallest nonnegative integers satisfying OE1C2C Cf .n/ g.n/ D n.
Proof. If n 2;500;000, then the result follows by using the previous proposition to simplify the lower bounds of Theorem 16 and comparing these to the upper bounds in Theorem 10.
On the other hand, if 0 Ä n < 2;500;000, then the result holds by performing an exhaustive computer Sech for counterexamples. 5 There are only 177 counterexamples in this range, as tabulated in Table 1 of the appendix. In particular, if n > 149;894, then the claim holds since 149;894 is the largest counterexample.
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Corollaries and Remarks
There are many interesting implications of Theorem 18; from this result, many things can be discovered about the behavior of P .n/ and Q.n/, and the intimate connection between these two functions is made evident. Although these results can be formulated simply as algebraic statements about the recurrence relations, the corresponding geometric statements about the graphs of these functions is perhaps more enlightening. Examining Figures 1 and 2 suggests several apparent patterns of the graphs of these functions. For example, we see that the graphs P .n/ and Q.n/ are each "drifting" upwards by a translation of f .n/. After compensating for this drift, the patterns in the graphs become more apparent. Now the curves P .n/ f .n/ and Q.n/ f .n/ 1 (shown as the 'lower' curves in the previous figures) appear to be almost "periodic" in a sense, with zeroes at 0; 1; 3; 6; 10; : : : . This apparent behavior is even more pronounced when the values Integer Subsets with High Volume and Low Perimeter 981 of these functions are laid out in the following triangular array: ¹a n º 1 nD0 a 0 a 1 a 2 a 3 a 4 a 5 a 6 a 7 a 8 a 9 a 10 a 11 a 12 a 13 a 14 a 15 : : : : : : : : : : : : : : :
; yielding :
Then arranging values in this triangular manner, we have ¹P .n/ f .n/º 1 nD0 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 2 3 2 0 3 3 4 2 0 4 5 3 4 2 0 4 5 6 3 4 2 0 6 4 5 6 3 4 2 0 7 7 4 5 6 3 4 2 0 6 7 7 4 5 6 3 4 2 0 ¹Q.n/ f .n/ 1º 1 nD0 1 0 1 0 2 1 0 2 2 1 0 4 2 2 1 0 5 4 2 2 1 0 3 5 4 2 2 1 0 6 3 5 4 2 2 1 0 7 6 3 5 4 2 2 1 0 6 7 6 3 5 4 2 2 1 0
: Then it appears that the rows (read from right to left) of the triangle for the value ¹P .n/ f .n/º 'approach' 0; 2; 4; 3; 6; 5; 4; 7; 7; 6; : : : , and the rows of the value ¹Q.n/ f .n/ 1º 'approach' 0; 1; 2; 2; 4; 5; 3; 6; 7; 6; : : : . Moreover, these two sequences seem to be just ¹Q.t /º and ¹P .t/º, respectively. In fact, this follows as our first corollary of Theorem 18:
Corollary 19. Let ¹P .n/ f .n/º 1 nD0 and ¹Q.n/ f .n/ 1º 1 nD0 be arranged in the triangular manner previously discussed. Then unless n is one of the 177 counterexamples in Table 1 of the appendix, reading the rows of ¹P .n/ f .n/º from to right to left exactly agrees with Q.t /, and reading the rows of ¹Q.n/ f .n/ 1º exactly agrees with P .t/.
Formulating this as a geometric statement is to say that except for 177 particular points, each "lump" in the graphs of P .n/ f .n/ and Q.n/ f .n/ 1 is simply a reflection of a partial copy of Q.n/ or P .n/, respectively. Thus, the graph of P .n/ eventually consists solely of "shifted" and reflected partial copies of Q.n/, and similarly the graph of Q.n/ eventually consists solely of "shifted" and reflected partial copies of P .n/. This mutual similarity of the two functions also induces self-similarity as shown in the following results.
Corollary 20. If g.n/ < f .n/ 1, and if n and n f .n/ are not one of the 177 values in Table 1 , P .n/ D 1 C P .n f .n// and Q.n/ D 1 C Q.n f .n//:
Proof. Use Theorem 18 and note if g.n/ ¤ f .n/ 1, then g.n/ D g.n f .n//:
This corollary states that with a finite number of exceptions, unless n is one of the values at the far left of a row, the value for n in the triangle for ¹P .n/º 1 nD0 (or ¹Q.n/º 1 nD0 ) is one more than the value directly above that entry in the triangle.
Corollary 21. If n and g.n/ are not one of the 177 values listed in Table 1 of the appendix (and in particular, if g.n/ > 149; 894), then we have P .n/ D 1 C f .n/ C f .g.n// C P .g 2 .n//; Q.n/ D 1 C f .n/ C f .g.n// C Q.g 2 .n//:
Proof. This follows immediately by applying Theorem 18 twice.
This last recurrence is readily 'solved' yielding the quasi-explicit equations:
Proposition 22. For all n 0, let .nI 149;894/ D .n/ denote the smallest nonnegative integer satisfying g .n/ .n/ Ä 149;894. Then for all n 0, we have P .n/ D´P .g .n/ .n// C P .n/ i D1 f .g i 1 .n// C .n/=2 if .n/ is even,
if .n/ is even, P .g .n/ .n// C P .n/ i D1 f .g i 1 .n// C OE .n/ C 1=2 if .n/ is odd. Proof. This follows easily from the previous corollary. Although the function .n/ is much too elusive for most honest mathematicians to call these equations truly "explicit," they ought not be considered recursive. This is because even though P and Q are referenced on the right-hand side, their arguments are bounded; therefore, by appealing to Table 1 , those terms are effectively known.
This gives rise to the following, perhaps surprising fact:
Corollary 23. Let P .n/ and Q.n/ be as given. Then for all n 0, we have 1 Ä Q.n/ P .n/ Ä 2:
Proof. For all n 0, we can appeal to Proposition 22 to obtain that Q.n/ P .n/ D´Q .g .n/ .n// P .g .n/ .n// if .n/ is even; P .g .n/ .n// Q.g .n/ .n// C 1 if .n/ is odd.
Moreover, for our purposes, we can assume that g .n/ .n/ is one of the 177 counterexamples tabulated in Table 1 or else we could continue to appeal to Theorem 18 until this is the case. But looking at a table of these 177 values, we see that if k is one of those exceptions, then 0 Ä Q.k/ P .k/ Ä 2.
Corollary 24. Recursively define the function R.n/ by R.0/ WD 0, and for n 1, R.n/ WD 1=2 C f .n/ C R.g.n//. Then for all n 0, we have 0 Ä R.n/ P .n/ C Q.n/ 2 Ä 9;
1=2 Ä R.n/ P .n/ Ä 9;
1 Ä R.n/ Q.n/ Ä 8 C 1=2:
Proof. This is proven just as the last corollary.
Conclusion
We conclude by discussing applications for computing P .n/ and Q.n/ and by listing some open questions.
"Sufficiently Large" and Computer Algorithms
In Proposition 17, we state results that hold for all sufficiently large values of n (in particular, for all n 2;500;000). We then use this result to prove Theorem 18, and we use a computer aided search to completely classify all counterexamples, which brings up a brief discussion of algorithms. The most naïve approach to compute P .n/ would be simply to list all sets of volume n and find which has the smallest perimeter. This would require roughly O.2 n / time and O.n/ memory, which is much too slow for large n, and a different approach is needed.
Using the recurrence relations in Section 4, dynamic programming enables us to design algorithms for computing P .n/ and Q.n/ taking O.n 2 f .n// D O.n 2:5 / time and using O.n 2 / memory. We can reduce this memory requirement to roughly O.n/ by employing a custom data structure, which benefits from the fact that for fixed n, functions such as p.nI k/ seem to take very few distinct values. Using these algorithms, the author was able to check all values of P .n/ and Q.n/ for n Ä 3;500;000, which is more than enough to obtain the results of Theorem 18.
These computations were verified on multiple machines, which collectively took several days of running time and used a few megabytes of memory. However, now that we have used these results to rigorously prove Theorem 18 and Proposition 22, we may use these to compute P .n/ or Q.n/ in only O. .n// Ä O.log 2 log 2 .n=2// time using no additional memory, which is a vast improvement. Moreover, we can compute a list of P .0/; P .1/; : : : ; P .n/ [or Q.0/; Q.1/; : : : ; Q.n/] in O.n/ time using only the required O.n/ memory. Thus, one can now simply use Theorem 18 and the 177 values in Table 1 to compute P .n/ and Q.n/ extremely quickly, and P .n/ and Q.n/ can be tabulated essentially as far out as desired. The author is more than willing to provide anyone interested with code and calculated results.
Open Questions
There are several possible areas of future research. Because the function P .n/ was first introduced so recently, this paper serves as a comprehensive overview of all that is known.
-Little is known about the behavior of the functions p.nI k/, q.nI k/, .nI k/.
-It appears that for any fixed n Ä 100;000 the function p.nI k/ takes at most two finite values as k varies. This may be interesting and might be provable by focusing on Proposition 17.
-Very little or nothing whatsoever is known about .nI N / from Proposition 22.
-Nothing is known about the function R.n/ of Corollary 24.
-Characterizing sets for which P .n/ is obtained may be interesting. It seems likely that the partitions used and the code developed in this paper would help with that. Moreover, the result of Theorem 18 seems likely to help with this.
-Providing more direct (i.e., less analytic) proofs for these results would likely be quite enlightening.
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-There seems to be no pattern or unifying properties for the 177 counterexamples tabulated in Table 1 . Alternate proofs of the main results may shed light on these seemingly sporadic values.
-This paper considered the function min AÂX ¹per.A/ W vol.A/ D nº for X D ¹0; 1; 2; : : : º, and [2] also considered this function for the set X D Z. It may be interesting to consider the corresponding function for different ambient sets X . For instance, X D ¹1; 2; 3; : : : º or X D ¹a 1 ; a 2 ; a 3 ; : : : º, where the boundary of A Â X is defined as @A WD ¹a i W ¹a i 1 ; a i C1 º 6 Â Aº may be interesting.
